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ABSTRACT
A fluid-dynamic, digital-transient computer model of an integrated, parallel
propulsion system was developed for the CDC mainframe and the SUN workstation
computers. Since all STME component designs were used for the integrated system,
computer subroutines were written characterizing the performance and geometry of all
the components used in the system, including the manifolds. Three transient analysis
reports were completed. The first report evaluated the feasibility of integrated engine
systems in regards to the start and cutoff transient behavior. The second report
evaluated turbopump out and combined thrust chamber/turbopump out conditions.
The third report presented sensitivity study results in staggered gas generator spin
start and in pump performance characteristics. These reports are presented in
sections one through three of this data book as follows:
Section 1: Internal Letter 1128-0014, "Operationally Efficient Propulsion System
Transient Analysis Study, Task 1.0," Victoria Kemp, 28 January 1991.
Section 2:
Section 3:
Internal Letter 2128-0037, "Operationally Efficient Propulsion System
Study, Option 2, Transient Analysis Study: Turbopump Out and
Combined Thrust Chamber/'rurbopump Out Conditions," Victoria Kemp,
dated March 5, 1992.
Internal Letter 2128-0041, "Operationally Efficient Propulsion System
Study, Option 2, Transient Analysis Study: Sensitivity Studies in
Staggered Gas Generator Spin Start and in Pump Performance
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Operationally Efficient Propulsion System Transient Analysis Study, Task 1.0
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In support of the Advanced Launch System (ALS), NASA/LeRC program, Operationally
Efficient Propulsion System Study (OEPSS) Task 1.0, a fluid dynamic digital transient model was
developed for the 8/4 integrated booster propulsion module (Figure 1). The model was used to
study the transient behavior and to define a valve sequence for a satisfactory nominal start and
cutoff simulation. The model was originally written for a CDC mainframe computer (NOS




operating system), and subsequently transferred to a SUN workstation, where the simulations
were carried out.
The booster propulsion module incorporates eight STME (Space Transportation Main Engine)
thrust chambers and four turbopumps, where each turbopump nominally feeds two thrust
chambers (Figure 2). Each of the pumps and gas generators accommodates twice the flow of the
STME pumps and gas generator. Under nominal operation, the eight (8) thrust chambers operate
at 85% of their rated thrust capacity and the four (4) turbopumPs operate at 90% of their rated
speed. Use of torroidalprol:;ehant feedma_t_oldS,_co_on io_e four turbopUmps and eight
thrust chambers, permits a failure out condition of either One chamber, one turbopump, or both a
chamber and a turbopump. In the case of a component failure, the remaining components can be
powered up to their design operating levels to compensate for the losses.
The focus of this analysis was to study the feasibility of the cluster engine system concept in
regards to the start and cutoff transient behavior. A valve sequence for both a nominal start and
cutoff as well as for a single thrust chamber shutdo_w n Was defined,: see Appendix A. through D
and E through H, respectively. The valve definition for S_=was bas_ on an: assisted hydrogen
spin. Mainstage was reached in about 3.5 seconds, following a satisfactory transient interim. The
shutdown transient beha_or was als0 acceptable. In Selecting a Start/cutoff sequence, the
following criteria were of primary concern: (1) Maintaining a fuel-rich environment in the gas
generators and main chambers during start and shutdown to avoid damage to both the turbine
blades and combustion chambers; (2) Avoiding a stall condition in the fuel pumps during start;
and (3) Avoiding propellant boil-out in the fuel pumps during cutoff which could damage pump
.bearings.
The following is a list of scenarios which should be focused on for subsequent transient analysis
studies:
• Single turbopump shutdown
• Combined thrust chamber/tttrbopump shutdown
• Staggered gas spin start of the gas generators
• Tank head start
• Sensitivity studies due to variations in pump performance, valve characteristics, etc.
• Sensitivity studies due to variations in inlet conditions
In addition, the gas generator engine configuration of the 8/4 cluster transient model may be
modified for the evaluation of other engine power cycles (e.g. an expander cycle). The model can
also be easily modified to evaluate cluster systems having component combinations other than four























In order to study the transient behavior of the integrated propulsion module comprised of eight
STME thrust chambers and four turbopumps, a fluid dynamic digital transient model was
developed. A partial system model fluid flow schematic, showing the basic flow configuration of
one turbopump set, one gas generator, and one thrust chamber, is shown in Figure 3. The system
may be envisioned as four sub-systems where each sub-system is comprised of a fuel and an
oxidizer turbopump powered by a gas genei:ator, elg-ht valves, and two thrust chambers,
interconnected by ducts and fuel/oxidizer torroidal manifolds. The eight valves consist of a pump
discharge valve, a gas generator valve, and two thrust chamber inlet valves on each of the fuel and
oxidizer sides. Reference will be made to each of these sub-systems as Systems 1, 2,3, and 4
where System 1 is comprised of gas generator (GG) 1 and _St chambers (T/C) 1 and 2, System
2 is comprised of GG 2 and T/Cs 3 and 4, and so on. Each engine sub-system is configured as a
gas generator cycle. A hydrogen spin is used on each of the four gas generators to assist in start.
Various information was required as input data for the model. The model was balanced to the
engine design balance (ref. 1,2) at a thrust level of 497 K_lb. A comparison between the engine
design balance and the model steadys_teconditions is shown in Table 1. The configuration
geometry is shown in Table 2. The valve effective flow areas are given in Table 3. These flow
areas are slightly different between System 1 and Systems 2, 3, and 4 due to the model
configuration. In System 1, the GG inlet lines originate at the pump discharge lines whereas in
Systems 2, 3, and 4, the GG inlet lines originate at the torroidal manifolds. This configuration
would permit a gas spin-assisted start of the System 1 GG and start of the System 2, 3, and 4 GGs
off of the ring manifolds once adequate pressures were obtained there. For the model simulation
presented herein, however, a hydrogen spin was used on each of the four gas generators to obtain
a simultaneous start of all GGs. The valve characteristics depicting flow area versus position are
shown in Figure 4 and are the same as those used in modeUing the Single STME GG engine design
(ref. 5). The same valve characteristics were used for the pump discharge valves, the GG valves,
and the thrust chamber inlet valves, The LOX and fuel pump performance maps, shown in
Figures 5 through 8, were also obtained from the STME GG model.
Figure 1
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Comparison Between Transient Model Steady State Conditions
And Design Balance at 497 KLBF (Hydrogen Spin), Feb. 1990 Baseline
-For Gas Generator 1 / Thrust Chambers 1 and 2
Parameter
Fuel Side
Tank Discharge Pressure (psia)
Pump Inlet Pressure (psia)
Pump Discharge Pressure (psia)
Pump Flowrate (lb/sec)
Pump Discharge Valve Discharge Pressure (psia)
Pump Discharge Valve Flowrate (lb/sec)
Manifold Pressure (psia) Element 1
Manifold Pressure (psia) Element 2 ............
T/C 1 Inlet Valve Discharge Pressure (psia)
T/C 2 Inlet Valve Discharge Presure (psia)
T/C 1 Inlet Valve Flowrate (lb/sec) ..........
T/C 2 Inlet Valve Flowrate (lb/sec)
T/C 1 Combustor Coolant Channel Discharge Pres (psia)
T/C 2 Combustor Coolant Channel Discharge Pres (psia)
T/C 1 Combustor Coolant Channel Flowrate (lb/sec)
T/C 2 Combustor Coolant Channel Flowrate (lb/sec)
TIC 1 Injector Inlet Pressure (psia) .
T/C 2 Injector Inlet Pressure (psia)
Gas Generator Injector InletPressure (psia)














































Tank Discharge Pressure (psia)
Pump Inlet Pressure (psla)
Pump Discharge Pressure (psia)
Pump Flowrate (lb/sec)
Pump Discharge Valve Discharge Pressure (psia)
Pump Discharge Valve Flowrate (lb/sec)
Manifold Pressure (psia) Element I
Manifold Pressure (psla) Element 2
T/C 1 Inlet Valve Flowrate (lb/sec)
T/C 2 Inlet Valve Flowrate (lb/sec)
T/C 1 Injector Inlet Pressure (psia)
T/C 2 Injector Inlet Pressure (psia)
Gas Generator Injector Inlet Pressure (psia)

































Comparison Between Transient Model Steady State Conditions
And Design Balance at 497 KLBF (Hydrogen Spin), Feb. 1990 Baseline




TIC 1 Pressure (psia)
TIC 2 Pressure (psia)
TIC 1 Temperature (deg R)
T/C 2 Temperature (deg R)
Gas Generator Pressure (psia)
Gas Generator Temperature (deg R)
T/C 1 Mixture Ratio (lox/fuel)
T/C 2 Mixture Ratio (lox/fuel)
Gas Generator Mixture Ratio (lox/fuel)
Fuel Turbine Inlet Pressure (psia)
Fuel Turbine Flowrate (lb/sec)
Oxidizer Turbine Inlet Pressure (psia)
Oxidizer Turbine Inlet Temperature (deg R)
Oxidizer Turbine Flowrate (lb/sec)
Oxidizer Turbine Discharge Pressure (psia)
Oxidizer Turbine Discharge Temperature (deg R)
Fuel Turbine Torque (in-lb)







































Note • The steady state engine balance for the model is similar for the other three
vehicle engine elements, i.e. for gas generator 2 with thrust chambers 3 and 4,
for gas generator 3 with thrust chambers 5 and 6, and for gas generator 4

















pump discharge valve inlet line
gas generator inlet line
ring manifold element inlet line
ring manifold element




combustor cooling channels wall weight (lb):
ambient side 187





























pump discharge valve inlet line
gas generator inlet line
ring manifold element inlet line
ring manifold element
















Pumps, Turbines, Thrust Chamber:
fuel turbine inlet line volume (in**3)
oxidizer turbine inlet line volume (in**3)
oxidizer turbine discharge line.volume (in**3)
main combustion chamber volume (in**3)
throat area (in**2)
area ratio
fuel pump inertia (lb-in-sec**2)















At 497 KLBF (%)
Fully Opened
Effective Area (in**2)







































































































In order to start the fuel and oxidizer pumps, a hydrogen spin is used on each of the four gas
generators to generate initial turbine speed. 15 Ibs of hydrogen is used between 0.1 and 1.6
seconds to assist in start. For each of the four engine systems, the same valve sequences are used
since all four GGs are started simultaneously with the same hydrogen-spin sequence (Figures A20,
B13, C13, D13). The duration for the gas flow to assist in a spin start is based on two criteria: (1)
The fuel pump discharge pressure should be greater than the critical pressure (-" 186 psia), and (2)
The GG chamber pressure should be operating between 150 psia and 200 psia to achieve spark
ignition.
The valve schedules for start are shown in Table 4. The results, presented in Appendices A
through D, indicate satisfactory transient behavior. Mainstage is reached around 3.5 seconds. The
fuel and oxidizer pump discharge valves are 100% and 55% open from start, respectively, so that
the ring manifolds are chilled at start. In the first trial start simulations, the fuel and oxidizer valves
were 100% open at start. This valve sequence was modified, however, to eliminate flow
oscillations in the oxidizer feedsystem which were occurring around 0.5 seconds. For an engine
system with multiple pumps and parallel feedsystems coupled by ring manifolds, the oxidizer
feedsystem flow oscillations are difficult to eliminate due to the reduced available damping of the
lower feedsystem. By throttling the oxidizer pump discharge valves upstream of the ring manifold
rather than having them full open at start, the flow oscillations were eliminated by allowing for
more damping in the feedsystem downstream of the manifold. The oxidizer pump discharge
valves are then ramped from 55% to full open in 1.2 seconds, beginning at 2.2 seconds. At 1.0
second, the fuel GG valves are ramped open in 0.5 seconds. At 1.2 seconds the LOX GG valves
are ramped open in 2.0 seconds. The slower opening rate for the LOX GG valves keeps the GG
mixture ratios ('Figures A8,B8,C8,DS) at desirable levels and prevents excessive turbine
temperatures. The thrust chamber inlet fuel valves are ramped open in 0.3 seconds at start. The
thrust chamber inlet oxidizer valves are ramped to 40% open in 0.5 seconds at start, throttled at
40% for 2.0 seconds, and then ramped to full open in 1.3 seconds. These valves are opened
gradually in two stages in order to keep the thrust chamber mixture ratios (Figures A7,B7,C7,D7)





One of the concerns during start is a fuel pump stall condition. At low flows, hydrogen axial
pumps have performance behavior characterized by abrupt pressure loss for reduced flow, which
results in stall. This behavior is described on the H-Q (head versus flow) pump performance curve
as a positive slope in the low flow region of the curve. Stall can be avoided by insuring that the
pumps are not operated in this region. By maintaining a high enough flow eoeffieent, operation of










Valve Schedules During Hydrogen Spin-Assisted Start
I
I
Valves Start/End (sec) Rate (%/sec) Final Position (%)
Fuel Pump Discharge (4)
Ox Pump Discharge (4)
Fuel Gas Generator (4)
Ox Gas Generator (4)
Fuel Thrust Chamber Inlet (8)
Ox Thrust Chamber Inlet (8)
O./0. instantaneous ! 00.
O./0. instantaneous 55.
2.1/3.4 35 I00.
O. II.0 0 O.
1.0 11.5 200 I00.
O. 11.2 0 O.
1.213.2 50 100.
O. /0.3 333 100.
O. I0.I 0 0
O.1 10.5 IO0 40.
0.5 12.5 0 40.











The valve schedules for cutoff are shown in Table 5. The initial part of the shutdown sequence
for a gas generator engine cycle is to close off flow to the turbines. This is partly a safety issue to
minimize turbine energy if a malfunction was to occur. As Table 5 indicates, closing of all of the
valves was initiated together, at 5.0 seconds for this particular simulation. The gas generator valves
were closed most rapidly, in 0.5 seconds for the fuel side, and in 0.3 seconds for the oxidizer side.
The fuel valves are closed more slowly than the oxidizer valves to insure a fuel-rich shutdown.
Upon closing the GG valves, it would be desirable to purge out the LOX quickly while the GG
fuel valve is still open. For larger GG chamber volumes, this becomes increasingly significant to
prevent the possibility of vaporizing LOX at high GG mixture ratios, which could damage the
turbine blades.
When flow to the GG is terminated, the pump speeds and consequently the pump discharge
pressures decay rapidly. In order for the downstream pressures to drop, some of the hydrogen
propellant in the system needs to bleed into the main chamber. If the pump speeds decay too
rapidly, the pump discharge pressures will tend to drop faster than the downstream pressures. As
a result, the flowrates decay faster than the pump speeds (flow coefficients drop too low relative to
mainstage) raising the concern of hydrogen boil-out in the pumps. If the pump speed is too high,
the energy of the pump will cause the hydrogen to boil out and possibly damage the bearings. A
simulation run in which the GG oxidizer valves were closed in 0.1 seconds resulted in fuel flow
coefficients of less than 40% (mainstage values). By slowing down the GG oxidizer valve closing
rate to 0.3 seconds, termination of GG power was not quite as rapid. The pump speed decay rates
were less, keeping the fuel flow coefficients from dropping below 50% of mainstage which should
be acceptable based on SSME data. ,
The pump discharge valves and the thrust chamber inlet valves were closed together in 0.8
seconds on the fuel side, and in 0.7 seconds on the oxidizer side. The transient profiles for the












Valves 5tart/End (sec) Rate (%/sec) Start/Final Position (%
Fuel Pump Discharge (4)
Ox Pump Discharge (4)
Fuel Gas Generator (4)
Ox Gas Generator (4)
Fuel Thrust Chamber Inlet (8)
Ox Thrust Chamber Inlet (8)
5.0/5.8 125 ! 00. /0.
5.015.7 143 100. /0.
5.0/5.5 200 100. /0.
5.0/5.3 333 100. /0.
5.0/5.8 125 100. /0.









Thrust Chamber Failure Condition
The advantage of an integrated propulsion system becomes apparent in the event of a component
failure. During nominal operation, the pumps and thrust chambers operate at throttled down
conditions. In the event that a component fails, the remaining components can be powered up to
overcome the loss. Thus, an entire engine is not lost due to the loss of a single component.
For the simulation of one thrust chamber failure, a nominal start simulation was made and
allowed to run for 5 seconds to mainstage. When a thrust chamber fails, both the fuel and oxidizer
valves supplying the failed thrust chamber must be closed. The propellant flow which would
nominally supply this thrust chamber is thus diverted via the ring manifolds to the other seven
chambers. Under the assumption that failure of thrust chamber #3 occurred just prior to 5
seconds, closing of the fuel and oxidizer chamber inlet valves (#3) was initiated at 5 seconds. An
effort was made to find a single valve sequence for the main chamber inlet valves which could be














Appendices E through H show the results when the main chamber (#3) inlet valves are closed in
0.8 and 0.7 seconds, on the fuel and oxidizer sides, respectively. This is the same sequence for
these valves used for a nominal shutdown, shown in Table 5. Figure E5 and E7 show the main
chamber (#3) pressure and mixture ratio decay, due to the shutdown of this chamber. The
operating level of the pumps and remaining chambers increased as a result, as shown in the
profiles of Appendices E through H. Slight mixture ratio overshoots from the design value of 6.7
to as high as 7.4 in the seven remaining chambers, and slight GG mixture ratio overshoots from
0.88 to as high as 0.94, resulted. These overshoots are probably acceptable although a detailed
heat transfer analysis of the effect on the thrust chambers and GGs is reccommended.
Several other valve sequences were simulated prior to this selection. Valve closing rates of 0.5
and 0.3 seconds as weI1 as 0.8 and 0.6 seconds for the fuel and oxidizer valves, respectively,
resulted in excessive mixture ratios in the seven remaining chambers (8.0 and 7.7) and in the GGs
(1.0 and 0.97). It was found that closing these valves at similar rates yielded the best results.
Valve closing rates of 1.0 second for both the fuel and oxidizer valves was found to result in an
acceptable shutdown, for example. This sequence was not selected, however, since a slightly
faster closing rate for the oxidizer valve relative to the fuel valve is typically desirable to insure a
fuel-rich shutdown for the main chamber, as stated earlier. In the case when one chamber is shut
down, the objective is to maintain acceptable mixun'e ratios in the remaining chambers as well as in
the failed chamber, so that the potential for further damage to the failed chamber is avoided.
When one chamber (#3) was shut down, the pressure in five of the remaining chambers (TC #2
and #4 excluded) increased to about 2208 psia which is about 95% rated thrust. Slightly higher
thrust levels were achieved in the chambers adjacent to the chamber which was shut down. The
pressures in TC #2 and #4 increased to 2226 psia and 2240 psia, respectively, which correspond
to thrust levels of 96% and 97%. The adjacent chambers were affected slightly more by the flow
which was diverted as a result of shutting down one thrust chamber, due to the closer proximity.
Fuel pump speeds of 15500 rpm and oxidizer pump speeds of 5825 rpm were achieved for
Systems 1, 3, and 4, which correspond to about 95% rated speed. A slightly higher operating
level of about 96% was achieved for the System 2 pumps. Fuel and oxidizer pump speeds of
15670 rpm and 5892 rpm were achieved for System 2.
Recommendations/Conclusion
The results of the foregoing analysis indicate satisfactory transient behavior during both start and




down by closing the inlet valves, the simulation indicate_s _ "_mc!'ease. in main chamber thrust from
85% rated thrust to about 95% in the seven remaining chambers. Slight overshoots result in the
GG and remaining main chamber mixture ratios. These overshoots are probably acceptable
although a detailed heat transfer analysis of the effect on the thrust chambers and GGs is
recommended prior to the development of a test program. _ : .....
The start transient simulation was performed for a simultaneous gas spin-start of each of the four
GGs. It is recommended that simulations be made for a staggered start of the GGs, in case a
simultaneous start is not achieved. A tank head start option can also be evaluated as an alternative
to a gas spin-start.
The integrated system is designed so that 100% nominal system thrust can be achieved in the
case of a thrust chamber, a turbopump, or a combined thrust chamber/turbopump component
failure. In the simulation of a single thrust chamber shutdown, 95% nominal system thrust was
achieved. Simulations can be made for the other component shutdowns when funding becomes
available. Further, refinements to the model as the components are better defined (e.g. pump
maps, valve characteristics, geometry) will result in model results which are a better representation
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Nominal Start/Cutoff Transient An,alytical Results
Fuel and Oxidizer Pump Discharge Valve Positions
Fuel and Oxidizer GG Valve Positions
Thrust Chamber Inlet Fuel Valve Positions (two)
Thrust Chamber Inlet Oxidizer Valve Positions (two)
Main Chamber Pressures (two)
GG Chamber Pres_
Main Chamber Mixture Ratios (two)
GG Chamber Mixnn-c Ratio
Fuel Pump Speed
Oxidizer Pump Speed
Fuel Pump Discharge Pressure




Oxidizer Turbine Inlet Temperature
Oxidizer Turbine Discharge Temperatme
Fuel Pump Flow Coefficient
Fuel Injector Inlet Temperatures (two)



































Fuel and Oxidizer Pump Discharge Valve Positions
Fuel and Oxidizer GG Valve Positions
Thrust Chamber Inlet Fuel Valve Positions (two)
Thrust Chamber Inlet Oxidizer Valve positions (two)
Main Chamber Pressures (two)
GG Chamber Pressure
Main Chamber Mixture Ratios (two)
GG Chamber Mixture Ratio
Fuel Pump Speed
Oxidizer Pump Speed
Fuel Pump Flow Coefficient
Fuel Injector Inlet Temperatm'es (two)

















Fuel and Oxidizer Pump Discharge Valve Positions
Fuel and Oxidizer GG Valve Positions
Thrust Chamber Inlet Fuel Valve Positions (two)
Thrust Chamber Inlet Oxidizer Valve Positions (two)
Main Chamber Pressures (two)
GG Chamber Pressure
Main Chamber Mixture Ratios (two)
GG Chamber Mixture Ratio
Fuel Pump Speed
Oxidizer Pump Speed
Fuel Pump Flow Coefficient
Fuel Injector Inlet Temperatures (two)
Hydrogen Gas Flow For GG Spin-Assisted Start


















Fuel and Oxidizer Pump Discharge Valve Positions
Fuel and Oxidizer _ Valve Positions -_ : :: *-,
Thrust Chamber Inlet Fuel Valve Positions (two)
Thrust Chamber Inlet Oxidizer Valve Positions (two)
Main Chamber Pressures (two)
GG Chamber Pressure
Main Chamber Mixture Ratios (two) _ '
GG Chamber Mixture Ratio
Fuel Pump Speed
Oxidizer Pump Speed
Fuel Pump How Coefficient .....
Fuel Injector Inlet Temperatures (two)









































Fuel and Oxidizer Pump Discharge Valve Positions
Fuel and Oxidizer GG Valve Positions
Thrust Chamber Inlet Fucl Valve Positions (two)
Thrust Chamber Inlet Oxidizer Valve Positions (two)
Main Chamber Press_tres (two)
GG Chamber Pressm'¢
Main Chamber Mixture Ratios(two)
GO Chamber Mixture Ratio
Fuel Pump Speed
Oxidizer Pump Speed







Fuel Pump Flow Coeffi¢iem
Fuel Injector Inlet Te_s (two)
Hydrogen Gas Flow For GG Spin-AssistedStart
















Fuel and Oxidizer Pump Discharge Valve Positions
Fuel and Oxidizer GG Valve Positions
Thrust Chamber Inlet Fuel Valve Positions (two) - ,
Thrust Chamber Inlet Oxidizer Valve Positions (two)
Main Chamber Pressures (two) ....... ;
GG Chamber Pressure
Main Chamber Mixture Ratios (two) ..........
GG Chamber Mixture Ratio ' _-
Fuel Pump Speed
Oxidizer Pump Speed , _ =
Fuel Pump Flow Coefficient
Fuel Injector Inlet Temperatures (two) :,:>_
Hydrogen Gas Flow For GG Spin-Assisted Start
J
m
















Fuel and OxidizerPump DischargeValve Positions
Fuel and OxidizerGG Valve Positions
Thrust Chamber Inlet Fuel Valve Positions (two)
Thrust Chamber Inlet Oxidizer Valve Positions (two)
Main Chamber Pressures (two)
GG Chamber Pressure
Main Chamber Mixture Ratios (two)
GG Chamber Mixture Ratio
Fuel Pump Speed
Oxidizer Pump Speed
Fuel Pump Flow Coefficient
Fuel Injector Inlet Temperatures (two)

























Fuel and Oxidizer Pump Discharge Valve Positions
Fuel and Oxidizer GG Valve Positions
Thrust Chamber lrdet Fuel Valve Positions (two)
Thrust Chamber Inlet Oxidizer Valve Positions (two)
Main Chamber Pressures (two)
GG Chamber Pressure
Main Chamber Mixtare Ratios (two)
GG Chamber Mixture Ratio
Fuel Pump Speed
Oxidizer Pump Speed
Fuel Pump Flow Coefficient
Fuel Injector Inlet Temperatures (two)
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In support of the NASA/KSC program (contract no. NAS 10-11568, mod.no. 2), Operationally
Efficient Propulsion System Study (OEPSS), Option 2, Task 1.0, an analysis of the transient
behavior was performed for a single turbopump failure condition and for a combined thrust
chamber/turbopump failure condition. A fluid-thermo dynamic digital transient model of the engine
was used to perform the simulations and analyses. Work to study the transient behavior and to
define a valve sequence for a nominal start and cutoff simulation, as well as for a single thrust




in ref. 1. Simulations were carried out on the SUN workstation where themodel currently resides.
The FOR_ code is compatible with SUN FORTRAN compiler requirements.
The integrated propulsion module incorporates eight STME (Space Transportation Main
Engine) thrust chambers and four turbopumps, where each turbopump nominally feeds two thrust
chambers (Figure 2). Each of the pumps and gas generators accommodates _ce the flow of the
ST/VIE pumps and gas generator. Under nominal operation, both the thrust chambers and
turbopumps operate at throttled-down conditions. The eight (8) thrust chambers operate at 85% of
their rated thrust capacity and the four (4) turbopumps operate at 90% of their rated speed. Use of
torroidal propellant feed manifolds, common to the four turbopumps and eight thrust chambers,
permits a failure out condition of either one chamber, one turbopump, or both a chamber and a
turbopump. In the case of a component failure, the remaining components can be powered up to
their design operating levels to compensate for the losses. During a turbopump failure, the three
remaining fuel/l.,OX turbopump sets will operate at about 93% of their rated speed. During a
combined thrust chamber/turbopump failure, the seven remaining chambers and the three
remaining turbopump sets will operate at maximum (100%) rated thrust and speed capacities,
respectively.
The focus of this analysis was to study the feasibility of the integrated engine system concept in
regards to the transient behavior with a turbopump out as well as with a combined thrust
chamber/turbopump out condition. The valve sequences used in the simulations during the start
and during the shutdown of a thrust chamber were defined previously under the Option 1 study. A
discussion of the nominal start/shutdown valve sequences and criteria for selection is provided in
ref. I.
W
In support of the OEPSS program, this report presents the results of transient analyses
performed for a turbopump out condition and for a combined thrust chamber/turbopump out
condition. The simulation results for the turbopump out condition are presented in Appendices A-
D. The simulation results for the combined thrust chamber/turbopump out condition are presented
in Appendices E-H. A directory to selected parameter profiles is provided on page 26.
The results of the analyses indicate the feasibility in throttling to and operating at configurations
of 8/3, 7/4, and 7/3 chambers/turbopumps in the event of failure of a single thrust chamber,
turbopump, or both. In order to shut down a failed thrust chamber, both the fuel and LOX valves













acceptable mixture ratios in the remaining chambers as well as in the failed chamber, so that the
potential for further damage to the failed chamber is avoided. The same valve sequences are used
for both the shutdown of a single chamber and for the nominal shutdown of all eight chambers.
This valve sequence maintains a fuel-rich environment in the single chamber during shutdown with
only slight mixture ratio overshoots in the seven remaining chambers.
In order to shut down a failed turbopump, the gas generator (GG) valves must be closed to cut
power to the failed pump. Consequently, power will also be cut to the complimentary fuel or LOX
pump. The pump discharge valves must be closed to isolate both the fuel and LOX turbopumps
from the system. Upon closing the GG valves, power is cut to the associated pumps resulting in
decay of_the pump speeds, discharge pressures, and flowrates. A back pressure on the pumps
results due to the higher manifold pressures downstream which causes the propellant to flow back
into the pumps. A check valve is used on the LOX side to prevent LOX from flowing back into
the pump. On the fuel side, however, fuel is allowed to flow back into the pump to avoid boil-out.
The fuel pump discharge valve is closed slowly to allow the available propellant to flow back into
the fuel pump to facilitate slowing the pump down_ This results in fuel pump speed reduction to
about 30% of mainstage at the time the flow is reduced to zero. Boil-out should not be of concern
under these conditions.
Nominal operation of the main chambers can be maintained by increasing the propellant supply
to the three remaining GGs. The three remaining pump sets will thus be driven to higher operating
speeds. A control mechanism is required on the GG valves to regulate the propellant flow in the
. "_7 Z :: .....
even t of failure of one of the turboPUmps (see page i9).
The effects of the backflow on the fuel pump inlet ducts and fuel tank requires further
mvestiga_on. 'ilae model would require ade_ d_pti0n of thepump inie t ducts: to predict the
flow dynamics in this region. The potential for high pressures in the pump inlet ducts should be
anticipated in the design.
Two additional simulations have been performed which are being documented in a separate
internal letter (I.L. 2128-0041). These include (1) a simulation of a staggered gas spin start of the
GGs where one GG lags in start behind the other three, and (2) simulations to study the sensitivity
due to variations in pump performance characteristics between the four pump sets. Additional
areas which should be focused on for subsequent transient analysis studies include:
• A detailed pump inlet duct design to evaluate the effects of backflow on the fuel pump
inlet ducts and fuel tank for the turbopump out case
• Tank head start






Simulation of the integrated propulsion system was accomplished using a one-dimensional
thermodynamic model which simulates the states of fluid P__ _ameters_suc_h as pressure,
temperature, and flowrate for the propellants throughout the system, propellant mixture ratios for
the GG chambers and thrust chambers, temperann'es for the combustor and nozzle walls, pump
speeds, and valve actuator positions. The system encompassed in the model includes the pump
inlets to the tta'ust chambers. A partial system model fl_ flow schematic, showing Be basic fl0w
configuration of one turbopump set, one gas generator, and one thrust chamber, is shown in
Figure 3. The system may be envisioned as four sub-systems where each sub-system is
comprised of a fuel and an oxidizer turbopump powered by a GG, eight valves, and two thrust
chambers, interconnected by ducts and fuel/oxidizer torroidal manifolds. The eight valves consist
of a pump dischargcvalve, a GG valve, and two thrust chamber inlet valves on each of the fuel
and LOX sides. Reference will be made to each of these sub-systems as Systems 1, 2,3, and 4
where System 1 is compris'_ ed of GG 1 and thrust chambers (F/C) 1 and 2, System 2 _ comprised
of GG 2 and TICs 3 and 4, and so on. Each engine sub-system is configured as a gas generator
cycle. A hydrogen spin i s _ed on each of the four gas generators to obtain a simultaneous start of
all GGs.
Various information was required as input data for the model. The valve characteristics
depicting flow area versus position are shown in Figure 4. The same valve characteristics were
used for the pump discharge valves, the GG valves, and the thrust chamber inlet valves. These are
the _¢ as those_used in_modelling_theS_f¢ STME GG enginedesign (ref.4). The LOX and
fuelpump performance maps, shown inFigures5 through 8,arebased 0n_e pu_np characteristics
documented in ref.2. Generalizedpump maps from rcf.5 were alsoused toexpand the maps to
encompass negativeflow coefficients.The model was balanced totheengine balancedesign(rcf.
2,3)ata thrustlevelof 497 Klb. Tables IA-ID show the model mainstage conditionsinaddition
to the engine balance design values for the 8/4,8/3,7/4,and 7/3 chamber/turbopump system







8 - Engine Booster Propulsion Module
Figure 2
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pump discharge valve inlet line
gas generator inlet line
ring manifold element inlet line
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combustor cooling channels wall weight 0b):
ambient side 187
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Pumps, Turbines, Thrust Chamber.
fuel turbine inlet line volume (in**3)
oxidizer turbine inlet line volume (in**3)
oxidizer turbine discharge line volume (in**3)
main combustion chamber volume (in**3)
throat area (in**2)
area ratio
fuel pump inertia (lb-in-sec**2)















































ff one of the fuel or LOX turbopumps fails, the associated gas generator mustbe shut down
which results in the loss of both the fuel and LOX turbopumps to the engine system. As one set of
pumps is shut down, these pump discharge pressures begin to decay while the ring manifold
pressures downstream are maintained at a relatively constant pressure due to the continued
operation of the remaining pumps. The resulting back pressure on the pumps facilitates decay of
the pump flow and eventually causes the propellant to flow back into the pumps. If the fuel pump
flow decays too fast relative to the decay in fuel pump speed, boil-out in the pump will result.
For the simulation of one turbopump failure, a nominal start simulation was made and allowed
to reach a nominal mainstage. The valve schedules for start are shown in Table 4. One of the
fuel/LOX turbopump sets (set #2) was shut down at 4.0 seconds. The pumps were isolated from
the system by closing the associated gas generator (GG) valves (set #2) and the pump discharge
valves (set #2). The valve schedules for the pump out case are shown in Table 5. The fuel and
LOX GG valves were closed in 0.3 and 0.1 seconds. These valves were closed quickly to cut the
power supply to the pumps. The LOX valve was closed faster than the fuel valve to maintain a
fuel-rich environment in the GG chamber during shutdown. In the earlier SLmulations made, the
pump discharge valves were simulated as check valves. Since check valves close instantaneously
for negative pressure differentials, the pump discharge valves closed at the instant the propellant
flow was forced back in the direction of the pumps. The check valve on the LOX side will prevent
LOX from flowing back into the LOX pump where it might leak through the turbine drain and mix
with hot gas, with the probable result of a fire. Simulations with a check valve on the fuel side
indicate that boil-out would result in the fuel pump, however. The fuel pump flow was reduced to
nearly zero in 10 msec at which time the pump speed remained at about 86% of mainstage.
Vaporization of the small fuel volume available would result in a case where the residual energy of
the pump is so high. Boil-out should be avoided to prevent both damage to the pump as well as
consequential damage to the surrounding hardware.
Due to the concern of boil-out in the fuel pump, subsequent simulations were made with a
check valve on the LOX pump discharge only. The results are presented in Appendices A-D. The
LOX pump discharge valve closed at the time the flow reversed directions, 0.2 seconds from the
time power was cut to the pump by closing the GG valves (see Figure B14). The fuel pump
discharge valve was closed in 0.7 seconds. This valve was closed slowly to allow the available
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fuel pump flow was reduced to zero, the pump speed was about 30% of its mainstage operating
speed (Figures B8,B9). Based on SSME test data, boil-out should not be of concern under these
conditions.
A concern which was raised regarding backflow into the fuel pump is the potential for high
pressures at the pump inlet duct. The propellant which flows back into the pump is warm and will
be further heated due to energy imparted to it by the pump. As a result, the propellant density will
decrease. If the density drops such that two-phase flow is induced, much higher pressures than
normal will be produced. The pump inlet ducts will be required to withstand the resulting high
pressures. The effect on the tank is also uncertain. A detailed description of the pump inlet ducts
in the model is required to ascertain the effects of the backflow on the pump inlet duct and the fuel
tank.
Upon shutting down one fuel/LOX turbopump set, the total system thrust was reduced to about
77% of nominal. In order to maintain operation of the chambers at nominal thrust, the propellant
supply to the three remaining GGs was increased. The resulting higher GG output drove the three
remaining pump sets at the higher level required to pump the same quantity of propellant as was
nominally pumped with four pump sets. A control mechanism will be required on the GG valves
to increase the GG supply line flow in the event of a pump failure. In the results of Appendix A-D
the control mechanism was simulated with the fuel and LOX GG valve positions increased to 3 and
2.7 times the nominal flow areas, respectively, to maintain nominal operation of all eight chambers
(Figures A2,C2,D2). Upon shutting down one pump set and throttling up the remaining three, the
new mainstage operating level was reached in about 1 second. Slight variations resulted in the
pressures between the eight chambers at the new mainstage (see Table 1B). These variations are
due to resistance in the ducts and ring manifolds. The lowest pressures are found in the two
chambers nearest to the pumps which were shut down. The average chamber pressure for the
three turbopump configuration was about 1946 psia, about 3% lower than the nominal pressure for
the four turbopump configuration. The three fueilLOX turbopumps reached higher operating
levels by 3.2% and 4.2%, respectively, compared to the nominal levels.
As the pump set was being shut down, a temporary decay in thrust for nearly one second as
well as overshoots in the main chamber mixture ratios resulted. The thrust decay resulted in part
due to the time required for the three fuel/LOX GG valves to attain their increased operating
positions. The thrust decay can also attributed to the loss of fuel which was allowed to backflow
into the fuel pump as it was being shut down. The mixture ratio overshoots are primarily due to
the imbalance created by allowing backflow into the fuel pump and not into the LOX pump through
the use of a check valve on the LOX side. The mixture ratios overshoot from a nominal 6.7 to







Valve Schedules For Hydrogen Spin-Assisted Start
u
IIW
Valve Start/End (sec) Rate (%/sec) Final Posil_on (%)
Fuel Pump Discharge (4)
LOX Pump Discharge (4)
Fuel Gas Generator (4)
LOX Gas Generator (4)
Fuel Thrust Chamber Inlet (8)




























Valve Start/End (sec) Rate (%/sec) Initial/Final Position(%)
Fuel Pump Discharge (# 1,3,4)
Fuel Pump Discharge (# 2)
LOX Pump Discharge (# 1,3,4)
LOX Pump Discharge (# 2)
Fuel Gas Generator (# 1,3,4)
Fuel Gas Generator (# 2)
LOX Gas Generator (# 1,3,4)
LOX Gas Generator (# 2)
Fuel Thrust Chamber Inlet (# 1-8)
I.OX Thrust Chamber Inlet (# 1-8)
no change - -- 100 ./100.
4.014.7 143. 100./0.
no change -- 100./100.





no change -- 100./100.






Combined Thrust C hamber/Turbopump Out Condition
The simulation results of the scenario in which both a thrust chamber and a turbopump fail are
presented in Appendices E-H. A nominal start simulation was made; mainstage was reached in
about 3.5 seconds. When a thrust chamber fails, both the fuel and LOX valves supplying the
failed thrust chamber must be closed. The propellant flow which would nominally supply this
thrust chamber is thus diverted via the ring manifolds to the other seven chambers. When a
turbopump fails, the pump must be shut down and isolated from the system by closing the pump
discharge valves and the GG valves, as mentioned in the last section.
In the simulation, shutting down main chamber #3 was initiated at 4.0 seconds by closing the
chamber inlet valves. The fuel and LOX valves were closed in 0.8 seconds and 0.7 seconds,
respectively, as shown in Table 6A. This valve sequence, which ensures a fuel-rich environment
in the chamber during shutdown, is also used for the nominal shutdown of all eight chambers.
When a chamber is shut down, the objective is to maintain acceptable mixture ratios in the
remaining ehambe_ as well as in the failed chamber, so that the potential for further damage to the
failed chamber is avoided. Figures 1::4 and F5 show the main chamber (#3) pressure and mixture
ratio decay due to shutdown of this chamber. The operating level of the pumps and remaining
chambers increased as a result, as shown in the profiles of Appendices E-H. The engine balance
for the 7 chamber/4 turbopump system is shown in Table 1C. The pressures in the seven
remaining chambers increased from 2013 psia to 2258 psia, about 12%. Slightly higher pressures
were achieved in the two chambers adjacent to that being shut down. These chambers were
affected slightly more by the diverted flow due to the closer proximity (less resistance). Fuel and
LOX pump speeds of about 15,630 rpm and 5,945 rpm, respectively, were achieved. These
represem increases of 5.4% and 5.8% from the nominal operating speeds of 14,826 rpm and
5,620 rpm, for the fuel and LOX pumps, respectively. Slight mixture ratio overshoots from the
design of 6.7 to about 7.2 in the seven remaining chambers, and slight GG mixture ratio
overshoots resulted.
Shutdown of the fuel/LOX turbopump #2 was initiated at 6.0 seconds by closing the GG
valves and the pump discharge valves. The same sequences described in the last section for the
turbopump out case were used and are summarized in Table 6B. The fuel and LOX GG valves
were closed in 0.3 and 0.1 seconds, respectively. The fuel pump discharge valve was closed
slowly in 0.7 seconds. This schedule allowed the fuel to bacldlow into the pump to facilitate in
slowing the pump down. The LOX pump discharge valve was simulated as a check valve and




time power was cut to the pump by closing the GG valves. The three remaining fueFLOX GG
valve positions were increased by 300% and 270%, respectively, to power up the turbopumps. As
the pump set was being shut down, slight mixture ratio overshoots in the seven main chambers
from about 6.64 to 7.6 resulted which are within acceptable limits. As was mentioned earlier,
these overshoots are due to the loss of some fuel from the system as a result of backflow into the
fuel pump as it was shut down. A temporary decay in thrust resulted due to both the lag time for
the GG valves to further open and to the loss of some fuel from the chambers.
The engine balance for the 7 chamber/3 turbopump Configuration is shown in Table 1D. The
average pressure in the seven remaining chambers was about 2198 psia, about 9% higher than the
8/4 (chamber/pump) configuration. The fuel and LOX pump speeds for the three remaining pump













Valve Schedules For Combined Thrust Chamber - Turbopump Out Condition
Table 6A - Position Changes For Thrust Chamber #3 Out at 4.0 seconds
Valve Start/End (see) Rate (%/see) Inital/F'mal (%)
Fuel Pump Discharge (# 1-4) no change -- 100./100.
LOX Pump Discharge(# 1-4) no change --- 100./100.
Fuel Gas Generator (# 1-4) no change -- 100./100.
LOX Gas Generator (# 1-4) no change -- 100./100.
Fuel Thrust Chamber Inlet (# 1,2,4-8) no change -- 100./100.
Fuel Thrust Chamber (# 3) 4.0/4.8 125. 100./0.
LOX Thrust Chamber Inlet (# 1,2,4-8) no change --- 100./100.
LOX Thrust Chamber Inlet (# 3) 4.0/4.7 143. 100./0.
Table 6B - Position Changes For Turbopump #2 Out at 6.0 secon_
Valve Start/End(sec)
Fuel Pump Discharge (# 1,3,4)
Fuel Pump Discharge (# 2)
LOX Pump Discharge (# 1,3,4)
LOX Pump Discharge (# 2)
Fuel Gas Generator (# 1,3,4)
Fuel Gas Generator (# 2)
LOX Gas Generator (# 1,3,4)
LOX Gas Generator (# 2)
Fuel Thrust Chamber Inlet (# 1-8)





























The results of the foregoing analyses indicate the feasibility in throttling to and operating at
configurations of 8/3, 7/4, and 7/3 chambers/turbopumps in the event of failure of a single thrust
chamber, turbopump, or both. Upon shutthag down a thrust chambe r, slight mix_e ratio
overshoots from 6.7 to 7.2 in the seven remaining chambers, and slight GG mixture ratio
overshoots result. As a turbopump set is shut down and the remaining three are throttled to higher
operating levels, a temporary decay in thrust results. Mixture ratio overshoots in the main
chambers from about 6.7 to 7.5 also result which are within acceptable limits.
The effects on the pump inlet duct and tank due to the bacldlow when shutting down a fuel
pump require further investigation. The model requires the addition of a detailed description of the
pump inlet ducts to predict these effects. Further, since NASA has defined a tank head start for the
NLS (National Launch System) vehicle engines, a tank head start should be simulated as an
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Turbopump Out Condition and Combined Thrust C'hamber/Turbopump Out Condition
Turbopump out condition, systems 1-4, appendices A-D, respectively;






















Fuel and Oxidizer Pump Discharge Valve Positions
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T/C (1,2) MIXTURE RATIOS
_k TCMR1 vs TIME OEPSS - TURBOPUMP #2 OUT AT 4.0 SECS.
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GAS GENERATOR (1) MIXTURE RATIO
GGMR1 vs TIME OEPSS - TURBOPUMP #2 OUT AT 4.0 SECS. 25 FEB '91
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FUEL INJECTOR (1,2) TEMPERATURES
0 TFIM1 vs TIME OEPSS - TURBOPUMP #2 OUT AT 4.0 SECS. 25 FEB '91
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FUEL AND LOX PUMP (#2) DISOHARGE VALVE POSITIONS
XPF/2 vs TIME OEPSS - TURBOPUMP #2 OUT AT 4.0 SECS. 25 FEB 'gl
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T/C (5,4) MAIN CHAMBER PRESSURES





































































































T/C (5,4) MIXTURE RATIOS
• TCMR3 vs TIME OEPSS - TURBOPUMP #2 OUT AT 4.0 SECS. 25 FEB '91
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GAS GENERATOR (2) MIXTURE RATIO
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GAS GENERATOR (2) CHAMBER TEMPERATURE
[] TFP2 vs TIME OEPSS - TURBOPUMP #2 OUT AT 4.0 SECS, 25 FEB '91
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T/C (#5,6)INLET FUEL AND LOX VALVE
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T/C (5,6) MIXTURE RATIOS
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FUEL INJECTOR (5,6) TEMPERATURES
0 TFIM5 vs TIME
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FUEL AND LOX PUMP (#4) DISCHARGE VALVE POSITIONS
0 XPFV4 vs TIME OEPSS - TURBOPUMP #2 OUT AT 4.0 SECS. 25 FEB '9I
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T/C (7,8) MIXTURE RATIOS
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T/C (5,6) MIXTURE RATIOS
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GAS GENERATOR (3) CHAMBER PRESSURE
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GAS GENERATOR (3) MIXTURE RATIO
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GAS GENERATOR (,3) CHAMBER TEMPERATURE
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LOX TURBINE (3) INLET TEMPERATURE
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F2EL AND TL?X GAS G-ENERATOR (#4) VALVE POSITIONS IXGGF4. vs OEPSS-T/C #3 OUT AT 4 secs, T/P #2 OUT AT 6 secs 21 FEB '91
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T/C (7,8) MAIN CHAMBER PRESSURES
PCIE7 vs TIME OEPSS-T/C #3 OUT AT 4 secs, T/P #2 OUT AT 6 secs 21 FEB '91












































































T/C .(7,8) MIXTURE RATIOS
• TCMR7 vs TIME OEPSS-T/C #:3 OUT AT 4 secs, T/P #2 OUT AT 6 secs 21 FEB '91
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GAS GENERATOR (4.) CHAMBER PRESSURE
• PFP4 vs TIME OEPSS-T/C #3 OUT AT 4 secs, T/P #2 OUT AT 6 secs 21 FEB '91
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GAS GENERATOR (4) MIXTURE RATIO
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LOX TURBINE (4) DISCHARGE TEMPERATURE
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In support of the NASA/KSC program (contract no. NAS 10-11568, mod.no. 2),
Operationally Efficient Propulsion System Study (OEPSS), Option 2' Task 1.0, sensitivity
studies were made for a delayed spin start of one gas generator (GG) and for variations in
pump performance characteristics. In a system with multiple pumps in parallel, a delay in start
of one or more of the pumps relative to the others may prevent the corresponding pump set(s),
and thus the system, from attaining acceptable mainstage operation. In addition, slight
variations will always exist between pumps built =to the Same specifications. No two pumps
will have exactly the same inertias or performance characteristics. In a system with multiple
pumps in parallel, variations in operating conditions among the pumps can result in oscillations




feasibilityof attaininganominalmainstagefor adelayin startof onepumprelativeto theother
three,and (2) the potential for steady state instabilities due to variations in pump operation.
A fluid-thermo dynamic digital transient model of the engine was used to perform the
simulations. The nominal start/cutoff transient behavior for the 8 chamber/4 turbopump system
and valve sequencing is described in reference t2]. The feasibility of the integrated engine
system concept in regards to the transient behavior with a component out has also been
examined. Transient operation during the transition from an 8/4 chamber/turbopump system to
a 7/4 system in the case of a chamber out condition is also described in reference [2]. An
analysis of the transient operation during the transition from an 8/4 chamber/pump system to
either an 8/3 system in the ease of a pump out condition, or to a 7/3 system in the case of a
combined chamber/pump out condition is documented in reference [1]. References 1 and 2
provide a more comprehensive overview of the system transient behavior under nominal and
component out conditions. The simulations were carried out on the SUN workstation.
Summary_
This report presents the results of transient analyses performed for (1) a delay in start by
100 msec of one GG relative to three other paraUel GGs (see Appendix A), and (2) three cases
in which the performance characteristics of the four parallel turbopump sets vary among the
pumps (see Appendices B,C, and D). In each of these simulations, the fuel and LOX pump
performance characteristics of pumps 1 and 3 were varied from the nominal performance
characteristics of pumps 2 and 4. Pump sets 1 and 3 operated with a 5% higher head output
(Case I), 5% lower torque output (Case II), and a 5% higher output in both head and torque
(Case 117I) in the three cases, respectively. Directories to selected parameter profiles are
provided on pages 17 and 18.
The simulation of a delay in start for one GG was made to investigate whether the delay in
start would preclude-the associated pumps from attaining an otherwise nominal start. In a
system of parallel pumps with common manifold, a long enough delay in starting one pump
could preclude that pump from starting due to backpressure from the manifold. The simulation
was performed for a 100 msec delay which is of sufficient duration that might result, for
example, from variations in spin valve opening times or rates. In spite of the delay in start of
one GG, the engine system reached the same operating conditions at mainstage as would result
for a simultaneous start of the GGs. While variations resulted in the transient behavior










was acceptable. The method of analysis section on the following page describes the
components" associated with Systems 1, 2, 3, and 4.
Simulations were made to evaluate the potential for feed system oscillations and general
unstable operation at mainstage due to variations in performance characteristics among the four
parallel pump sets. In the three simulation cases conducted for variations of + 5% in head and
torque performance, stable operating conditions at mainstage were reached with satisfactory
transient behavior during start. Slight Variations resulted in the mainstage conditions between
the four parallel feed systems as a result of the pump_performance variations. Further, slightly
higher chamber pressures compared to nominal resulted in Case I and Case II due to the
increase in pump efficiency.
Method Of Analysis
_ZZ
Simulation of the integrated propulsion-system (Figure 1) was accomplished using a one-
dimensional thermodynamic model which simulates the states of fluid parameters such as
pressure, temperature, and flowrate for the propellants throughout the system, propellant
mixture ratios for the GG chambers and thrust chambers, temperatures for the combustor and
nozzle wails, pump speeds, and valve actuator positions. The system encompassed in the
model includes the pump inlets to the thrust chambers. A generalized fluid flow schematic of
the integrated system is shown in Figure 2. A more detailed flow schematic with engine
balance of part of the system, showing the basic fl0w configuration of one turbopump set, one
gas generator, and one thrust chamber, is shown in Figure 3. The system may be envisioned
as four sub-systems where each sub-system is comprised of a fuel and an oxidizer turbopump
powered by a GG, eight valves, and two thrust chambers, interconnected by ducts and
fuel/oxidizer torroidal manifolds. The eight valves consist of a pump discharge valve, a GG
valve, and two thrust chamber inlet valves on each of the fuel and LOX sides. Reference will
be made to each of these sub-systems as Systems 1, 2,3, and 4 where System 1 is comprised
of GG 1 and thrust chambers (T/C) 1 and 2, System 2 is comprised of GG 2 and T/Cs 3 and
4, and so on. Each engine sub-system is configured as a gas generator cycle. A hydrogen
spin is used on each of the four gas generators to assist in start.
The LOX and fuel pump performance maps are shown in Figures 4 through 7. These are
based on the pump characteristics documented in reference [3]. Generalized pump maps from
reference [5] were also used to expand the maps to encompass negative flow coefficients. The
valve schedules used for start are based on reference [2] and are shown in Table 1.
zpage 4
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Valve Schedules For Hydrogen Spin-Assisted Start
Valve Start/End (see) Rate (%/see) Final Position (%)
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Slight variations in ignition between the four GGs are possible under nominal
circumstances. Variations in GG ignition times could result, for example, from variations in
opening of the spin valves. Simulations were made for a delay in spin start of one GG (#2)
relative to the other three by 50 msec and 100 reset. The time delays selected for simulation
are of sufficient duration compared to variations in valve opening times which could be
expected. For example, a 10% variation between spin valves with opening rates of 100 msec
would result in a 10 msec delay in start of one of the GGs. The simulations were made to
examine the feasibility to start all four pump sets and achieve an acceptable malnstage under
such circumstances. Should the delay in ignition of one GG be of long duration, the
corresponding pumps may not achieve an adequate start due to high backpressure from the
downstream manifolds.
The figures in Appendix A present the simulation results for the 100 msec delay in start of
GG#2 relative to the other three GGs. Figures A4 and A5 show the gas spin start profiles for
the delayed start of GG #2 and the nominal start of GGs #1, 3, and 4. Table 2 shows the
model conditions achieved at mainstage. In spite of the delayed start of GG #2, the engine
system simulation reached the same operating conditions at mainstage as result for a
simultaneous start of the GGs.
Some variations exist between the transient behavior of System 2 and Systems 1,3, and 4.
The GG chamber pressures in Figures A10 and A11 show the delay in start by 100 msec for
GG #2 compared to the start of GGs #1,3, and 4. Figure A10 also indicates an overshoot in
the GG #2 pressure between 200 and 450 msec _ompared the the nominal GG start behavior.
Figures A14-15 and A24-25 show the corresponding 100 msec delays in start for the fuel and
LOX #2 pumps compared to the nominal pump start profiles. Around 120 msec, the fuel
manifold pressure begins to be maintained sligh_ _-gher than the pump #2 discharge pressure.
The resulting backpressure on pump #2 causes the fuel to flow back into the pump, indicated in
Figure A16. By about 450 msec, the discharge pressure of pump #2 is sufficient resulting in
positive flow. Figure A26 shows a delay in flow of LOX pump #2 of about 400 msec
compared to the other LOX pumps. The delays in both the fuel and LOX pump flows result
from backpressure exerted by the ring manifolds. The ring manifold pressures are higher than
the pump #2 discharge pressures early on due to the earlier starts of the other three pump sets.























Variations iff Pump Operating Characteristics
Three simulations were made to evaluate variations in pump performance characteristics
between the four parallel turbopump sets. In each of the simulations, the fuel and LOX pump
performance characteristics of pump sets 1 and 3 were varied from the nominal performance
characteristics of pump sets 2 and 4. The nominal performance curves for the fuel and LOX
Z :
pumps are shown in Figures 4-7. In the first simulation, the fuel and LOX pump head output
for pumps 1 and 3 was increased by 5% (5% efficiency increase) over the nominal head
performance of pumps 2 and 4. In the see0nd simulation, the fuel and LOX pump torque
output for pumps 1 and 3 was decreased by 5% (5% efficiency increase) compared to the
nominal torque performance of pumps 2 and 4. In the third simulation, both the head and
torque output for pumps 1 and 3 were increased by 5% (no net change in efficiency) compared
to the nominal head and torque performance of pumps 2 and 4.
The simulation results are presented in Appendices B, C, and D. Table 3 shows the model
conditions at mainstage for the nominal case and for the three simulations with variations in
pump performance characteristics. In all three simulations, the mainstage operating conditions
are slightly different between pump sets 1 and 3 and pump sets 2 and 4. The dynamic behavior
of each of the four parallel feed systems is stable at mainstage.
In the lit'st simulation (Appendix B), the higher head performance of pumps 1 and 3 result
in higher pump discharge pressures and higher flowrates for pumps 1 and 3 compared to
nominal (Table 3). Operation of these pumps at higher flow coefficients results. Thus, the
pump torque requirements are increased which result in lower pump speeds compared to
nominal. Operation of pumps 2 and 4 balance out at lower flow coefficients in order to match
the head output of pumps 1 and 3. As a result, the pump torque requirements are slightly
lower than for pump sets 1 and 3, resulting in higher pump speeds (Figures B9-12, B21-24).
Slightly lower pump discharge pressures and lower flowrates (Figures B 13-16, B25-28) result
for pumps 2 and 4, relative to pumps I and 3. The effect on the main chambers is an increase
in pressure of about 2 % compared to the nominal case (Table 3).
In the second simulation (Appendix C), the lower torque performance of pump sets 1 and 3
directly affect the pumps resulting in a reduced torque requirement and thus higher speeds for
these pumps compared to nominal (Table 3). Higher pump discharge pressures and flowrates
as well as GG pressures result for pump sets 1 and 3 compared to nominal (Table 3).
Operation of pump sets 1 and 3 balance out at higher flow coefficients due to the increased




1and 3, operationof pumps2 and4 balanceout at lower flow coefficients compared with
pump sets 1 and 3 in order to match the head output of pumps 1 and 3. Both the speeds
(Figures C9-12, C21-24) and flowrates (Figures C13-16, C25-28) of pump sets 2 and 4 are
lower than those of pump sets 1 and 3. The effect on the main chambers is an increase in
pressure of 2.4% compared to the nominal case (Table 3).
in the third simulation (Appendix D), both the head and torque performance output for
pump sets 1 and 3 are 5% higher than for pump sets 2 and 4. The results for this case are
equivalent to the results of Case I combined with the opposite results as produced in Case II.
The higher head performance results in operation of pump sets 1 and 3 at higher flow
coefficients. The combined effect of operating at higher flow coefficients and with higher
torque performance results in higher pump torque requirements, and thus even lower speeds,
for pump sets 1 and 3 than resulted in Case I. Operation of these pumps balance out at. only
slightly higher flow coefficients than pumps 2 and 4. Pump sets 1 and 3 have lower speeds
(Figures D9-12, D21-24) and slightly lower flowrates (Figu_ D13-16, D25-28) than pump
sets 2 and 4. The higher head performance by 5% and higher torque performance by 5%
counter each other in their effects on efficiency. The main chamber pressures are only slightly







The simulations described in this report resulted in nominal mainstage operating conditions
with satisfactory transient behavior in spite of a delay in ignition of one GG relative to three
parallel GGs. Slight variations in GG ignition could be the result of variations in spin valve
opening times or rates.
The simulations for variations in pumphead and torque performance characteristics resulted
in stable mainstage conditions for small variations (+5%) in performance between four parallel
pumps. While variations resulted between the mainstage operating conditions of the parallel
feed systems (as a result of variations in pump performance), the dynamic behavior of the
parallel feed systems remained stable.
Victoria R. Kemp
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Fuel and Oxidizer Pump Discharge Valve Positions
Fuel and Oxidizer GG Valve Positions
Thrust Chamber Inlet Fuel and Oxidizer Valve Positions
Hydrogen Gas Flow For GG Spin-Assisted Start
Main Chamber Pressure





Fuel Pump Discharge Valve Flowrate




Oxidizer Pump Discharge Valve Flowrate
Oxidizer Pump Discharge Pressure
Oxidizer Manifold Pressure
GG Chamber Temperature
Oxidizer Turbine Inlet Temperature
Oxidizer Turbine Discharge Temperature
Fuel Injector Inlet Temperature
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Fuel Pump Speed
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0 DWOP2 vs TIME
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CASE I: INCREASED HEAD PERFORMANCE
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CASE II: DECREASED TORQUE PERFORMANCE
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CASE IIh INCREASED HEAD AND TORQUE PERFORMANCES
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